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Abstract
This paper will describe the main activities used to digitize Al-Ādāb Magazine for
preservation and access purposes along the difficulties faced in digitization projects especially
when dealing with Arabic language.
The main objective of the archiving project is to preserve Al-Ādāb Magazine, a journal that
was published in print since 1953 till 2012, and to produce a searchable full text database of
Al-Ādāb Magazine. Users will eventually be able to browse and access the metadata and the
full text of the journal online at the volume, issue and article levels. Full text and index search
by author, title and subject will be available using simple and advanced search techniques.
Full text articles will be available for downloading. The searching on the metadata (author,
title and subjects) and the full text will be available in an open source content management
system.
Starting with Metadata creation, the Library Information System (Millennium) was used for
the creation of the bibliographic records based on MARC 21 format. As for the indexing, the
Library adopted the Library of Congress Subject Headings translated into Arabic by AUB
University Libraries (UL). The MARC format data output could be converted to any metadata
schema such as Dublin Core (DC) in order to be ready for uploading into the open source
Content Management System (CMS).
The Library adopts a long term digital preservation strategy for the digitization by using
international standards for digital file format (Tiff 6.0) and according to OAIS data model for
digital preservation and Dublin Core (DC) for descriptive metadata.
All digital images will be converted to full text digital objects by using OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) software which transforms the text image into searchable Arabic text
by comparing the form of the letters with a list of Arabic characters in different fonts stored
in SAKHR OCR program “Arabic Reader” used during the OCR process.
The main challenge was dealing with the printed publications that continuously changed and
evolved through decades to follow different trends at different levels ranging from printing
style, fonts, content, political instability and censorship, and so on. This affected several
activities such as scanning, OCRing, metadata creation and others. Different approaches were
taken to deal with such scenarios according to the period in which the journal was published
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between 1953 and 2012. The accuracy of old issues resulting from the OCR is less than the
accuracy obtained by the OCR in recent issues mainly during the 21th century.
I- Introduction
In the last few decades, the drastic evolvement of technology led to major changes in the area
of education, learning and research which affected fundamentally the services provided in
colleges, universities and Libraries. This created new challenges and opportunities such as the
emergence of digital libraries. In her book “Exploring Digital Libraries Foundations, practice,
prospects” Karen Calhoun (2014) points out that “… the beginning of digital libraries in 1991,
the year in which the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the US sponsored a series of
workshops on how to make digital libraries a reality, not just a dream.” Digital Libraries can
have different scopes and are usually created to target specific audience and needs based on a
unique or set of digital collections.
The Al-Ādāb Magazine Archives digitized collection is mainly concerned with digitized
Arabic text material. As Abby Smith (2001) noted in her report “Strategies for Building
Digitized Collections” that “... libraries usually identify two reasons for digitization: to
preserve analog collections and to extend the reach of those collections”. The process of
digitization is part of a process that entails several activities such as selection and assessment,
material preparation, metadata creation, image capture and image enhancements, OCRing in
case of text material and uploading the digital content to a repository or/and to publish it to a
mainly a web content management system. All this process is governed by intellectual assets
copyrights, quality control and continuous evaluation for efficient work. Finally, a continuous
collaboration between librarians and subject matter experts is needed to reach the scope of the
digitized collections.
Based on an agreement between AUB and the Editor in Chief of “Al-Ādāb” Magazine who
is also the owner Dr. Samah Idriss, AUB UL indexed and made available online the Al-Ādāb
archives since its initial publishing in 1953 till 2012 a total of 60 years of printed archives.
This started by digitizing old issues and extracting text to make it searchable. Then by
preparing the metadata for its content at the articles level to allow researcher and scholar to
use basic and advanced search to look for articles by issues, author, subject, keywords and
dates in addition to search within the text with the ability to download the full article.
This is part of AUB University Libraries digitization initiatives that attempt to preserve
National and AUB cultural heritage in addition to disseminate information and promote
knowledge by allowing access to AUB Community, to scholars, to researchers and to the
largest possible audience.
Why Al-Ādāb Magazine?
Al-Ādāb Magazine is a literary and cultural Journal established in 1953 by Dr. Souhail Idris
and focused on movements in literature and culture in the Arab world. It included files in
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political thought, poetry, novel, short stories, movies criticism, theater, and general culture. It
was considered as Arab cultural platform, despite the Arab States censorship. Al-Ādāb ceased
publishing at the end of year 2012. Then it started as an online Journal in 2015 where it is also
publishing part of the Archives that was already digitized by AUB UL
In the following sections, there is an overview about the methodology that was applied during
the digitization process by describing the main activities that were conducted and identifying
the standards that were adopted. Then there is a listing of the main challenges that were faced
during the digitization process at different levels with adopted solutions to overcome such
obstacles.
II- Methodology

1. Image Capture and Enhancement
Before starting the digitization process, two copies of each issue were secured to ensure that
the scanning process will not be affected by missing pages, tight biding or any problem that
will forbid of having clear pages ready for the OCR process. The benchmark used for digital
images consisted of 300 dpi black and white except for the covers they were scanned at 24bit color. All master digital images were TIFF format as per “Technical Guidelines for
Digitizing Cultural Heritage Materials (2010)” by FADGI recommendations. The master
files were scanned using mainly Planetary Scanners, where by around 50,000 digital master
files were created from the 60 scanned volumes and are backed up on the AUB UL servers.
After finalizing the scanning phase, derivative copies were created from the master files in
order to enhance the digital images by removing black edges, applying de-speckle, deskewing and removing unwanted noise and lines that might affect later on the OCR process.
The image capture and image processing workflow go through a quality control process to
minimize possible errors because any mistake will be harder to fix at a later stage and will
cause a huge overhead to fix it. For example, if a page was scanned twice or a missing page
was discovered all succeeding page numbering will need to be fixed in all phases of the
workflow.
2. Descriptive Metadata
Since we need to create analytical metadata for the digitized articles of Al-Ādāb Magazine at
the article level, we opted to use the Cataloging module of Millennium Library System using
MARC 21 format. This helped a lot in the consistency of entries for authors and subject
authorities because we took advantage of the authority file of the library system for controlling
the authors and subjects.
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We used AACR2 for cataloging of articles and we used AUB authorities for names and the
Library of Congress Subject Headings translated into Arabic for the indexing because it is
much more accurate to use controlled vocabularies instead of using free keywords which
might scatter the same concept under many terms or subjects. It might also use more than one
form for the same author, because the magazine lasted for 60 years when the concepts and the
terms were in constant change due to the emerging of new philosophical and literary schools
from modernism and post modernism to structuralism and existentialism. The controlled
vocabularies will certainly reduce the noise in searching. The subjects were enhanced by
adding the date and by the use of qualifiers which determine the type of article under a limited
number of types (Study, File, Review, Poetry, Novel. Criticism, Conference, etc.) in addition
these categories will help in filtering the search results.
Once the metadata entry of articles was done, this metadata was exported in csv (comma
separated values) format according to a simple mapping to Dublin Core elements to be
uploaded later in XTF Content Management System (CMS). Dublin Core is the schema used
for the metadata in (XTF).

3. Optical Character Recognition
Before uploading the digitized articles to the Content Management System there is a need to
convert the scanned images of articles from digital images into text in order to enable the
full text indexing by “Lucene” to be used later on by XTF search engine.
The Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a technique for transforming the text from an
image or a scanned document by a scanner or a digital camera, to a digital text that can be
edited, formatted, searched and indexed. This technique spares the efforts of re-typing the
texts in a text editor or word processor. Note that the term character is used instead of letter
because character means letter, symbol, number, punctuation mark or diacritic.
The OCR programs that process the Arabic language were available in the market since
more than 15 years ago, one of the old player in the market is Automatic Reader OCR from
SAKHR who claimed that its accuracy can reach up to 99%. This is true that its accuracy
can reach 99% if the fonts of the text is one of the new fonts used such as in MS WORD
processor and this is true for all Arabic characters in Persian, Kurdish, Urdu and Bangali
languages, but this rate will decrease to 50 to 60% when it comes to old Arabic printed texts
because the letters could be overlapped for formatting or for esthetic reasons.
The Gold Edition of Atomatic Reader in Arabic (11.0) uses the Technology of Arabic
Natural Language Processing (NLP) which recognizes the Arabic letters with accents and
diacritics. The Gold Edition is characterized by the following features:
-

Recognizes the diacritics in Arabic images
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-

Opens multiple documents at the same time
Recognizes tables in scanned images
Recognizes underlined words
Recognizes broken and stickled characters with kashida
Detects automatically style for fonts (Regular or Bold)
Uses Arabic linguistic rules with recognition (Artificial Intelligence)
Supports non-rectangular frames
Supports color documents
Groups recognition attributes into pre-defined types of source documents
Includes bilingual spellchecker.
Supports both automatic and manual framing modes.
Enables zoning of text within frames in the pages. It detects the article of a
newspaper by recognizing the blocks of texts within he white frames in the page.
Keeps the initial formatting of the text.
Enables morphological analysis of the form of the words and the structural
analysis. It relies on the frequency of the words in the text.
Deals with different image formats (.bmp, .tiff, .pcx, etc.)
Saves the output text in different formats such as .txt, .rtf, and .html
Supports PDF formats.

For the digitized Al-Ādāb Magazine Archive, several fonts were created by instructing
the OCR SAKHR software to recognize and learn those fonts to cater for the different
characters and printing that continuously changed since early years in 1950s till end
of year 2012.
For each created font and applied to a new volume the accuracy rate was calculated at
the character level which is the percentage of characters that were correctly recognized
by the OCR engine compared to the total characters in a specific page. This facilitated
tracking the learning curve for each font by SAKHR application where each time a
new learning cycle was done the accuracy rate was re-calculated to check if it
increased. This was repeatedly done until the learning process through the OCR led to
a stable accuracy rate.
The accuracy varied from 80% to 99% in “Al-Ādāb” depending on the fonts, where
old volumes had less font accuracy rate than the new volumes.
Of course the learning process and the accuracy rate were applied and calculated to a
sample number of pages in each volume. The pages were selected thoroughly
containing lot of text and representing well the different characters used in each
volume. After reaching a stable accuracy rate, a batch process using SAKHR
application was conducted to OCR all the volumes and to save the output of each
image as pdf in a separate file.
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Image 2.1 It shows overlapped characters, plus it shows Kashida, and how letters might vary
in writing for example letter “”ن.

4. Content Management System
AUB UL adopted the XTF (eXtensible Text Framework) as a content management system. It
is an open source developed and maintained by California Digital Library to display its digital
collections. Regarding Al-Ādāb Magazine Archives, the generated pdfs from the OCR engine
in addition to the created metadata were uploaded to the XTF system. This of course required
the implementation of several scripts to prepare the content and validate it against the prepared
metadata. One of the main scripts was to merge the generated single page pdfs to create the
articles as described in the metadata. This will facilitate later on searching for articles, viewing
them and even downloading them online.
III. Challenges
1. Censorship and Publishing
Al-Ādāb Magazine was a liberal literary periodical in the Arab countries. It was open for the
new creative ideas and doctrines that emerged in Europe after the 2nd World War. The editorin-chief Dr. Souhail Idriss was open to publish for the intellectuals that were considered
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supporting opposition in their own countries which created problems for the al- Al-Ādāb
Magazine to be accessible in some Arab countries where the censor removed the opposition
articles. The Magazine opted to publish two editions for the same issue, one is regular issue
and the other is the censored issue. This solution created discrepancies in the content and in
the numbering of pages in the same issue. It was also a challenge for the indexers who were
obliged to create two different citations for the same article with a qualifier to differentiate
between them and to add notes and cross-references to explain these discrepancies mainly at
the level of the number of page continuity in order to ensure the access to the whole content
of the issue.
2. Technical Challenges
A- Image capture & Enhancement
As mentioned previously, the existence of two different copies for the same issues led to a
confusion during the scanning phase especially that the volumes in early years contained
around 1,200 pages each. In addition, due to the missing of some covers for some issues in
both copies, AUB UL had to look sometimes for a third copy.
During the scanning and as indicated in the methodology section all the content except the
cover text were scanned in black and white, as this choice was to improve the OCR accuracy
it had a bad result on the quality of the photos of the magazine. Accordingly, all the photos
were scanned in gray scale and during the imaging process phase they were integrated into
the digitized image.
Given that old volumes had bad quality paper compared to recent volumes/issues, this
generated extra noise during the scanning phase which needed special treatment during the
image processing phase to avoid extra dots that might lead to confusion during the OCR
process. In this regard, some issues/pages contained very bad quality of the characters from
the original document which impacted negatively the OCR accuracy.
Finally, in some volumes dot shading removal technique were used to clear the text for the
OCR process and hence increase the accuracy rate.
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Image 3.1: Example of Dot Shading area

B- Preparing the descriptive metadata
At the early stages of the digitization process it was agreed to use the Library information
system to index the data as because this will allow the generating of metadata in different
formats including the MARC/MARCXML format that will help the integration of metadata
in different system later on.
Despite the problem of censorship discussed at the beginning of the challenges section, the
librarian who was preparing the metadata has faced technical problems regarding the
publishing frequency of the magazine in the bibliographic citations which varied from
monthly to bi-annual to quarterly at the beginning of the year 2012. In addition, the number
of pages in the annual volume varies from 400 to 1000 pages for the issues in the whole year
This was due to the events that happened in Lebanon and the Middle East and prevented
writers to send their articles to the publisher. The main concern in this change of frequency
that it affects the number of digit for the issue number. The following examples can highlight
the citation problems which created problems in the structure of the database definition.
v.01 no.01(1953)
v.24 no.01-03 (1976)
v.60 no. Spring (2012)

was in the 1st year
was in the year 1976
was in the year 2012

In addition, the rubric of the categories of the magazine changed over time causing some
complexity at the cataloguing level such as the concept of “File” that contained several
related articles. Therefore, it was after cataloguing several issues from the past and from the
new era the global information required in descriptive metadata was obvious and structured.
Another issue was the cataloguer/indexer needs to identify continuation of the articles in
order to link the corresponding pages accordingly. This created extra work and required
high attention as some articles span on consecutive pages while others start on a page and
continues at the end of the issue.
Finally, in addition to the need of descriptive metadata to search and view information about
items in this digital collections, the metadata also improve the search results and compensate
for the low accuracy of OCR especially in old volumes.
C- OCR Process
In addition to already known problems and complexity in OCRing Arabic Text where some
of these issues were raised in the methodology section such as overlapping, there are several
others issues related to Arabic characters such as:
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-

-

Some characters have the same form and are only distinguished by the position of
various dots relative to the main character block. Given that dots are considered as
noise and OCR tends to remove them.
Space between two connecting Arabic characters can vary in size and shape. e.g.

Vowels: They are different from diacritical marks examples fatḥa, dhammah, kasrah
(short vowels) e.g.

However, another problem appeared when OCRing Al-Ādāb, it is related to the
inconsistency of fonts size and calligraphy. This is not to refer to Title of articles, author
names or other but this occurred mainly in old volumes where several “Fonts” were used
in the same volume (year), in the same issue and even in the same page as show in the
image.
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Image 3.2: Different Font layout and size on a same page from Al-Ādāb issue
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Image 3.3: The letter “ ”كwritten in three different ways in the same page even in the same
paragraph.
Accordingly calculating the accurate was not straightforward, sometimes three different fonts
were used for the same volume and the accuracy rate was calculated for each font separately.
When the fonts were mature we had to create a library which is a feature in SAKHR
application that allows to detect multiple fonts.

D- Open Source Content Management System
Despite the benefit of using the XTF open source system, the main challenge was to prepare
the content to be uploaded into the system. Several scripts were created to validate the data
and the content prior to uploading the data in order to minimize error that could be the result
of manual processing thousands of digital files and records. For example, some scripts made
sure that each generated article is linked to a record in the metadata or all records in the
metadata are linked to a pdf file. After checking the consistency of the files that are uploaded
to the system where it was customized for search to specific files in addition to full text search.
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To solve the problems of articles that start on one page and finish on other the pdfs were
merged into a single downloadable pdf.

IV- Summary

Digitizing Al-Ādāb Magazine Archives generated around 50,000 digital files from 60
volumes. All digital files were saved for digital preservation based on AUB UL policies and
procedures. The indexing/cataloguing phase led to the compilation of around 15,000 articles
that were saved in pdf format with a full descriptive metadata record for each article (pdf).
The detailed descriptive metadata compensated for the low OCR accuracy especially for old
volumes. In general, around 10 fonts were created to cover the different characters in different
Al-Ādāb volumes/issues published throughout 60 years with an average of OCR accuracy
ranging from 80% till 99%.
The adopted methodology for digitizing and indexing the Al-Ādāb magazine was based on
recommended standards and best practices adopted by leading institution in this area and the
proposed methodology is flexible to accommodate new type of items/collections that need to
be digitized and published online to be searchable, viewable and downloadable.
Finally, similar projects might face same problem or new problems specific to the digitized
collections. The importance is to examine, assess and evaluate the materials of the collection
before engaging in any digitization process to anticipate any issues that will hinder or imply
additional time in the digitization workflow to better balance between quality and efficiency.
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